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ABSTRACT 
 
Thousands of structures in the Canterbury Region of New Zealand’s South Island have been 
adversely affected by the seismic events of 2010 and 2011. Continuing earthquake activity has 
resulted in significant building distress from both geotechnical and structural considerations. Many 
buildings have collapsed and hundreds have been demolished due to their poor or unsafe condition. 
However, many are being considered for retrofitting to allow continued use. This paper will present a 
contractor’s perspective on the performance of relevelling and ground improvement works within this 
most challenging and ever changing environment. Further, the paper will present remedial method 
options available to reduce differential settlement within existing structures and for seismic mitigation 
of liquefiable soils beneath the existing structures. These methods will include Compaction Grouting 
(Low Mobility Grouting/LMG), first introduced to New Zealand in early 2011, as well as Compensation 
(SoilFrac) Grouting and Jet Grouting.  Lastly, the paper will present several case histories of 
completed work as well as comment on methods currently being proposed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Canterbury Region, centred by Christchurch, a city of 400,000 people, lies on the east central 
coast of the south island of New Zealand. The region changed forever on 4 September, 2010, when a 
Mw 7.1 earthquake occurred near Darfield, approximately 40 km west of central Christchurch (see 
Figure 2, indicating lighter coloured activity from the Darfield Quake to the west). While this quake 
rattled Christchurch, it was viewed to be a wakeup call for the city, though significant liquefaction and 
lateral spreading occurred, both in and around Christchurch, as well as in the Kaiapoi area, 20km to 
the north.  Then on 22 February, 2011, a Mw 6.2 quake, with epicentre at Lyttleton, 10 km to the 
southeast of central Christchurch, hit the community by monstrous proportion and with devastating 
effect.  Lives lost totalled 181, and thousands of homes and commercial buildings were damaged by 
soil liquefaction, settlement and structure shaking (see Figure 2, with darker coloured activity around 
Christchurch after 22 February). 
 

 

Figure 1. Location Plan
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Figure 2. Earthquake Activity Plan
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2 THE SHAKING 
 
The shaking has not stopped with these first two large energy quakes.  Seismograph recordings have 
documented in excess of 9,500 events, defined as primarily aftershocks, resulting from stress 
redistribution from the first event into nearby faults.  Of these events, 3,000 have been Mw 3 or 
greater, averaging one every 4 hours over the past 500 days. Most of these events, continually 
occurring on a daily and weekly basis, have been in the order of Mw 2.5 to Mw 4.5, many barely felt, 
with no further damage.  However, a series of strong shaking events occurred both on 13 June (Mw 
6.0) and 23 December, 2011, in the range of Mw 5 to Mw 6, creating more liquefaction and structural 
damage.  In essence, the initial Darfield Quake 17 months ago has awakened the earth’s crust within 
the upper 5km to 10km, to allow either long dormant or new fault activity to continually occur over an 
approximate 50km plan diameter.  
 
As shown in Figure 3, the peak ground accelerations recorded from various locations throughout the 
Christchurch area indicate significantly higher values from the devastating Christchurch Quake of 22 
February.  The Darfield Quake registered accelerations generally in the range of 0.2g in Christchurch, 
both horizontally and vertically.  However, the 22 February event registered horizontal accelerations in 
the upper range of 0.4g to 1g horizontally, and 0.5g to 2g vertically.  Figure 4 puts these quakes in the 
context of others around the world. 
 

 
Figure 3. Peak Ground Acceleration Chart - 4 Sept, 2010 & 22 Feb, 2011
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Figure 4. Comparison Earthquake Energy
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3 THE DAMAGE 
 
The severe damage to the region is a result of those issues similar to any area hard hit by significant 
earthquake energy.  These issues include: a) structural compromise and collapse of buildings (see 
Figure 5); b) soil liquefaction (see Figure 6); and c) hillside/slope instability. A few extraordinary issues 
are somewhat unique to Christchurch.  One is the concentrated building damage within the Central 
Business District (CBD) that has rendered it inoperable and shut down since 22 February 2011.  Of 
the 2,000 buildings within the CBD, approximately 900 have been demolished or are planned for such.  
Another unique issue is the widespread surface manifestations of liquefaction that have resulted in 
massive damage to entire residential neighbourhoods, along with some lateral spreading.  Reports of 
rebuild expenditures have been in the range of $15B to $20B. 

Figure 5. Structure & Liquefaction Damage
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                     Figure 6. Liquefaction in Christchurch
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4 CONTRACTING IN THE REBUILD 
 
The term “rebuild” in Christchurch has been overused since 22 February, 2011.  Its general intent 
refers to the physical construction of retrofitting damaged structures, as well as building new ones.  
However, any rebuild process of this magnitude also involves coordinating hundreds of separate 
agencies, both public and private, with involvement of thousands of people.  Any such process would 
be daunting by itself, but the Canterbury process has been further challenged and slowed by the 
continuing aftershocks.  Stakeholders in any construction project typically include the Owner, the 
Engineer, the Contractor, and in some cases, the Government.  But in Christchurch, a new primary 
player has entered the “team” as the Insurer (see Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7. Rebuild Players & Issues
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Typically, each aftershock above a coded acceleration requires structure reassessment by the 
Engineers.  The updated reassessment information then goes to the Insurers and Owners for payout 
negotiation to rebuild or to demolish.  This information then filters down to geotechnical contractors 
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who can then input feasibility and budgets for relevelling and soil improvement as part of the rebuild 
operation.  The process has not been a smooth one for some contractors as stops and starts are 
inherent with differing and changing agendas of the various stakeholders within this dynamic 
environment. 
 
5 GROUND CONDITIONS AND APPLICABLE GROUND IMPROVEMENT METHODS 
 

The Christchurch soil profile is somewhat varied, as shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Soil profile in central Christchurch
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The matured international ground improvement industry has much to offer the Christchurch Rebuild.  
Advances in methods, equipment, materials and seismic design have been made over the past 25 
years that can ably address the ground conditions in Canterbury.  The list below describes available 
and feasible methods being considered and proposed, some now being contracted and implemented. 
 
5.1 Lifting/Levelling 
 

 Compaction Grouting for lifting structures, slabs and near surface filling 
 Compensation Grouting for lifting structures 
 Polyurethane (resin) for levelling slabs and near surface void filling 
 Micropiles/screw piles with mechanical lifting 

 
5.2 Seismic Mitigation to Depth (Betterment) – Existing Buildings  
 

 Compaction Grouting by densification  
 Jet Grouting by containment, reinforcement and soil improvement 
 Soil Mixing by outside containment and soil improvement 

 
5.3 Seismic Mitigation for New Sites – Betterment 
 

 Vibro Compaction by densification 
 Vibro Replacement by densification and reinforcement by inclusions 
 Dynamic Compaction/Replacement by densification and reinforcement by inclusions 
 Soil Mixing by soil improvement 
 Piling by structural inclusions 

 
5.4 Compaction Grouting 
 
For structures built on concrete ground beams, strip footings and pads, including slabs on grade, a 
low-mobility cement based grout system known as Compaction Grouting is being utilized to re-level 
damaged buildings and provide seismic mitigation.   
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The process, likened to “keyhole surgery”, of injecting low mobility grout (LMG) (<50mm slump, see 
Figure 9) through small diameter casings around and/or within buildings, in slow, measured, staged 
injections under high pressures, is well suited to much of the Christchurch profile. The work can be 
carried out within existing structures to achieve densification of clean sands by displacement and to 
realize ground heave (see Figure 10).  The densification aspect is important in seismic mitigation 
work.  The ground heave, inherent in the process, lends itself to lifting and geometric relevelling.  A 
polyurethane resin or cement grout is then injected through small holes directly beneath the 
foundation to fill any voids or cavities that may have been formed. 
 

       

       Figure 9. Compaction Grout slump
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                             Figure 10. Compaction Grout process
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Compaction Grouting was introduced into Christchurch in early 2011 to address the residential market.  
It has since been applied to larger commercial structures, as detailed in case histories below. 
 
5.5 Compensation Grouting 
 
Lifting of heavy structures can also be accomplished by utilizing slurry grouting through tube-a-
manchettes (TAMs).  In this process, a series of small diameter pipes with grout ports every 0.6m 
(approx.) are placed beneath the target loads to be lifted.  Slow grout injection is then methodically 
sequenced through the various ports to produce ground heave.  The method was first pioneered in 
Europe to protect existing structures during tunnelling and has been extended to lifting of structures.  
Compensation Grouting has been proposed in Christchurch to lift piled structures by utilizing nearby 
shafts and horizontal drilling. 
 
5.6 Jet Grouting 
 

The Jet Grout process utilizes high energy jetting nozzles to erode the soil while injecting cement 
slurry to mix with and/or replace the soil.  Its applications include underpinning, excavation support 
and groundwater control.  The method can be performed within buildings and basements, and as 
such, is being proposed in Christchurch to contain and reinforce liquefiable soils beneath existing 
structures, in essence, to create containment and internal walls to reduce seismic shear strain. 
 
6 CASE HISTORIES 
 
6.1 Les Mills Building – Christchurch 
 
The Les Mills Fitness Facility, located within the CBD, is a 4 story building founded on shallow footings 
and slabs on grade.  Maximum differential settlements of the foundations, in the order of 75mm to 
125mm, were generated from the earthquake events of 2010 and 2011.  In December 2011, an LMG 
Compaction Grouting program was undertaken throughout a portion of the building to lift and level the 
footings and floor slabs to within specifications set by the Department of Building and Housing (DBH) 
(see Figures 11 and 12).  Immediately after grouting completion, the Christmas Quakes of 23 
December occurred.  While the Compaction Grouting was aimed only at lifting, post-earthquake 
surveys have indicated no further settlement of the treated foundations and slab areas as a result of 
the soil improvement inevitably associated with LMG compaction grouting. 
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                Figure 11. Les Mills Facility
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                               Figure 12. Compaction Grouting in Les Mills
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6.2 Southern Cross Hospital – Christchurch 
 
Somewhat similar to the case history above, the Southern Cross Hospital facility immediately north of 
the CBD in Christchurch, experienced significant floor slab movement.  The building columns, founded 
on driven Franki piles to 9m-10m depths, responded well in all earthquake events.  A Compaction 
Grouting program was performed beneath floor slabs in the main hospital complex to: a) mitigate 
seismic settlement of the floor slabs in future events; and b) lift/level the floor slabs that had settled 
50mm to 125mm to meet Department of Building and Housing code requirements.  Figures 13 and 14 
show work in progress.  The 23 December series of earthquakes occurred during the work, again with 
no compromise to the programme or increased settlements. 
 

                                     
     Figure 13. Southern Cross Hospital – Interior
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      Figure 14. Southern Cross Hospital – Exterior
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Christchurch and the Canterbury Region will never be the same.  The massive efforts and 
expenditures required to bring some semblance of pre-quake sameness to the area are still to be 
determined.  The issue of insurance, the political will, both locally and nationally, and ultimately the 
spirit of the people living in the region, will all combine to determine to what degree any rebuild is 
carried out.  Notwithstanding, the geotechnical engineering and contracting industry is fully capable of 
addressing the soil issues of instability and performing the required design and construction works to 
allow the region to rebuild. 
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